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World Software Debuts Worldox GX2 at ILTA Annual Conference 
 

 

August 24
th

, 2009 – Ridgewood NJ - World Software Corporation, a leading provider of 

enterprise document management solutions, today announced the availability of Worldox GX2, 

the latest version of its award winning document management solution.  Worldox GX2 

advances World Software’s 20 year tradition of producing robust, full featured document 

management software for legal and other industries. 
 

This latest version delivers an exciting array of new features and functions that will increase 

productivity and ease of use for customers to maximize their investment in Worldox.  As with 

prior releases, Worldox GX2 is free of charge to our existing maintenance customers. 
 

Worldox GX2 brings major enhancements to this new version such as – 
 

•  “Worldox inside Outlook” 

          Provides ONE seamless interface to manage all your emails and documents. 

 

• “Workspaces”  –  Meta-folders,   Subscription based repository containing documents from any 

folder or (WORLDOX) Projects, personalized by user-  a/k/a “My Workspaces”; the ultimate 

collaboration repository.  Also includes new features - “Drag & Drop” of documents to 

Workspaces, and “Views” – Special search template for use with Workspaces to provide filtered 

file lists. 

 

• Customizable file locations for Archive, Record or Salvage repositories 

Worldox  Document Retention Module allows alternate  locations for Archive, Records or 

Salvage repositories.  

 

• “Ethical Wall” enhancements 

- Enables ethical wall settings down to the folder level. 

- New three pane, cascading interface - enables customers to apply security settings faster, 

easier and more confidentially. 

 

• “Cloud” visual filtering of file lists. 

• Multiple and re-sizeable  document pre-viewing panes. 



•  Folder Tree  & List view enhancements. The folder tree now shows profile field descriptions     

      alongside the profile field codes and auto-expands when given focus to make navigation easier.  

 

• Graphical interface for managing custom application integration. 

 

 

Worldox GX2 will be shipping for new customers installations on September 1, 2009 and 

available for existing customer upgrades November 1
st

, 2009 

 

Learn more about Worldox GX2 at:  http://www.worldox.com/gx2 

 

About Worldox and World Software Corporation: World Software Corporation is an innovative 

leader in the Document Management Systems (DMS) category.  World Software’s flagship 

product, Worldox GX
®
, is increasingly becoming the DMS of choice among law firms and legal 

departments.  With an installed base of more than 3,000 law firms, Worldox/World Software 

customers range in size from 1 to 1200 users.  Founded in 1988, World Software Corporation is 

based in the New York Metropolitan area.  For more information about World Software 

Corporation and its products, please visit www.worldox.com or call 1-800-962-6360. 
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